Abstract: Metaheuristic algorithms have been applied to a wide range of global optimization problems. Basically, these techniques can be applied to problems in which a good solution must be found, providing imperfect or incomplete knowledge about the optimal solution. However, the concept of combining metaheuristics in an efficient way has emerged recently, in a field called hybridization of metaheuristics or, simply, hybrid metaheuristics. As a result of this, hybrid metaheuristics can be successfully applied in different optimization problems. In this paper, two hybrid metaheuristics, MAMH (Multiagent Metaheuristic Hybridization) and MAGMA (Multiagent Metaheuristic Architecture), are adapted to be applied in the automatic design of ensemble systems, in both mono-and multi-objective versions. To validate the feasibility of these hybrid techniques, we conducted an empirical investigation, performing a comparative analysis between them and traditional metaheuristics as well as existing existing ensemble generation methods. Our findings demonstrate a competitive performance of both techniques, in which a hybrid technique provided the lowest error rate for most of the analyzed objective functions.
Introduction
Classification algorithms assign labels to objects (instances or examples) based on a predefined set of labels. Several classification models have been proposed in the literature [1] . However, there is no algorithm that achieves good performance for all domain problems. Therefore, the idea of combining different algorithms in one classification structure has emerged. These structures, called ensemble systems, are composed of a set of classification algorithms (base classifiers), organized in a parallel way (all classifiers are applied to the same task), and a combination method with the aim of increasing the classification accuracy of a classification system. In other words, instead of using only one classification algorithm, an ensemble uses a set of classifiers whose outputs are combined to provide a final output, which is expected to be more precise than those generated individually by the classification algorithms [2] . A good review of ensemble of classifiers can be found in [3] [4] [5] .
An important issue in the design of ensemble systems is the parameter setting. More specifically, the selection of the base classifiers, features and the combination method plays an important role in the design of effective ensemble systems. Although feature selection may not be a parameter of the ensemble system structure, feature selection may have a strong effect in the performance of these systems and, therefore, it will be considered as a pre-processing parameter. The parameter setting of an ensemble system can be modeled as an optimization problem, in which the parameter set that provides the best ensemble system must be found. When considering the ensemble parameter selection as an optimization problem, it is possible to apply search strategies to solve these problems, applying exhaustive or metaheuristic approaches. Among the metaheuristic search algorithms, the most popular techniques are the population-based ones (genetic algorithm, particle swarm intelligence, ant colony optimization, et.c) since they have been successfully applied in traditional classification algorithms as well as ensemble systems [6] .
The idea of efficiently combining metaheuristics has emerged lately, in a field called hybridization of metaheuristics or hybrid metaheuristics. The main motivation for hybridization is to combine the advantages of each algorithm to form a hybrid algorithm, trying to minimize any substantial disadvantage of the combined algorithms. Some hybridization techniques have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). These hybrid metaheuristics have been successfully applied to traditional optimization problems. In [7] , for instance, the mono-objective MAMH (Multiagent Architecture for Metaheuristic Hybridization) architecture is proposed. The idea is to present a PSO-based multiagent system, using a multiagent framework with some swarm intelligence elements. According to the authors, MAMH can be considered as a simple hybrid architecture, taking advantage of the full potential of several metaheuristics and using theses advantages to better perform a given optimization problem. Another promising hybrid architecture is mono-objective MAGMA (Multiagent Metaheuristic Architecture), which was originally proposed by Milano et al. [12] . This architecture has also been efficiently applied to traditional optimization problems [12] .
To the best of the authors knowledge, there is no study using hybrid architecture in the optimization of ensemble systems. Therefore, we aimed to adapt two promising hybrid architectures, MAMH and MAGMA, to be applied in the automatic design of classifier ensembles (or ensemble systems), which is a well-known optimization problem of the Pattern Recognition field. Specifically, the use of MAMH and MAGMA architectures to define two important parameters of classifier ensembles (the individual classifiers and features) was investigated. In this investigation, two important aspects of an ensemble system were considered, accuracy and diversity, using them as objective function in both mono-and multi-objective versions of the analyzed architectures. For accuracy, the error rate was used as objective function, while, for diversity, two diversity measures were used as objective functions, good and bad diversity [13] .
To investigate the potential of the hybrid architectures as an ensemble generator method, an empirical investigation was conducted in which the hybrid metaheuristics were evaluated using 26 classification datasets, in both mono-and multi-objective contexts. A comparative analysis was also performed, comparing the performance of the hybrid architectures to some traditional metaheuristics as well as to traditional and recent ensemble generation techniques.
In [14] , our first attempt to use one hybrid architecture (MAMH) for the automatic design of ensemble systems (features and base classifiers), when optimizing the classification error and good and bad diversity, is presented. However, in [14] , we only analyzed these three objectives separately, in the mono-objective context. In this paper, we extend the work done in [14] , using one more hybrid architecture and performing a comparative analysis with traditional population and trajectory-based metaheuristics. In addition, an empirical analysis with all different combinations of error rate, good diversity and bad diversity as optimization objectives is presented. In doing this investigation, we aimed at defining the set of objectives that generates the most accurate ensembles. In addition, our aim was to analyze whether the diversity measures can have an important role in the design of effective and robust classifier ensembles. Hence, we can describe the main contributions of this papers as follows:
• Propose the multi-objective MAMH: In [7] , only the mono-objective version is proposed. In this paper, we extend the work in [7] by presenting its multi-objective version.
• Propose the multi-objective MAGMA: In [12] , the mono-objective MAGMA is proposed. In this paper, we extend the work in [12] by presenting its multi-objective version.
•
We adapt these two metaheuristics to the automatic design of ensemble of classifiers.
• We compare the results delivered by both hybrid metaheuristics when accuracy, good diversity and bad diversity were used as objectives to generate robust classifier ensembles.
This paper is divided into six sections and is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the research related to the subject of this paper, while the proposed hybrid architectures are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the methodology employed in the experimental work of this paper, while an analysis of the results provided by the empirical analysis is shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the final remarks of this paper.
State-of-the-Art: Optimization Techniques for Classifier Ensembles
The definition of the best technique for a particular classification application is a challenging problem and has been addressed by several authors [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This problem has been treated as a meta-learning problem [17, 22] , automatic selection of machine learning (auto-ML) [16, 18, 20] or an optimization problem [15, 19, 21] . In [18] , for instance, the authors used an auto-ML technique to define the best classification algorithm, along with the best set of parameters, for a specific classification problem. Usually, these classification algorithms can be either single classifiers or ensemble systems. In this study, the main focus was ensemble systems, more specifically the selection of features, which is not fully exploited in auto-ML techniques, as well as members of an ensemble. Therefore, it was treated as an optimization problem.
Despite the high number of studies, finding an optimal parameter set that maximizes classification accuracy of an ensemble system is still an open problem. The search space for all parameters of an ensemble system (classifier type, size, classifier parameters, combination method and feature selection) is very large. For simplicity, we considered two important parameters: members and feature selection.
When using optimization techniques in the design of ensemble systems, there are several studies involving the use of these techniques in the definition of the best feature set [23] [24] [25] [26] and the members of an ensemble [27] [28] [29] . In the selection of the feature set, different optimization techniques have been applied, most of them population-based techniques, individually. Examples of these techniques are bee colony optimization [24] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [30] and genetic algorithms [26] . On the contrary, some studies have combined different optimization techniques, for example, in [23] , bee colony optimization is combined with particle swarm optimization for feature selection and genetic algorithms for the configuration of some ensemble parameters. Additionally, in [25] , different metaheuristics are applied to the selection of feature set in ensembles.
In the selection of ensemble members, in [29] , the authors proposed the use of genetic algorithms to select the set of weak classifiers and their associated weights. The genetic algorithm applied a new penalized fitness function that aimed to limit the number of weak classifiers and control the effects of outliers. According to the authors, the proposed method proved to be more resistant to outliers and resulted in achieving simpler predictive models than AdaBoost and GentleBoost.
As can be observed, the majority of studies of optimization techniques for the automatic design of ensemble system apply only mono-objective techniques. Nevertheless, some effort has been done to employ multi-objective techniques in the context of ensembles [31] [32] [33] [34] . In [32] , for instance, the authors proposed the use of an optimization technique to design ensemble systems, taking into account the accuracy and diversity. However, different from this paper, it does not address diversity as an optimization objective. Another study that uses an optimization technique, simulated annealing, to calculate competence and diversity of ensemble components is [31] . However, once again, it uses diversity measures as a guide to select members or features in ensemble systems, not in the multi-objective context. In [33] , the authors proposed a framework to obtain ensembles of classifiers from a Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA), applying two objectives, the Correct Classification Rate or Accuracy (CCR) and the Minimum Sensitivity (MS) of all classes. However, different from this paper, the MOE algorithm was applied to select the classifiers of an ensemble individually, not considering the combination of these classifiers as a whole.
In either the mono-or multi-objective context, to the best of the authors knowledge, there is no study using hybrid metaheuristics in the optimization of ensemble systems. In [15] , for instance, an exploratory study with several optimization techniques in the design of ensemble systems is presented. In the presented study, the authors investigated several techniques in both mono-and multi-objective versions. As a result of this study, the authors stated that the choice of the optimization technique is an objective-dependent selection and no single technique is the best selection for all cases (mono-and multi-objective as well as datasets). The results obtained in [15] are the main motivation for the investigation performed here.
Hybrid Metaheuristics
As mentioned previously, metaheuristic algorithms have been extensively used to solve global optimization problems and examples of metaheuristic applications can be found in [35] [36] [37] [38] . Recently, the concept of efficiently combining metaheuristics has emerged, in a field called hybridization of metaheuristics or, simply, hybrid metaheuristics. The main aim of hybrid metaheuristics is to exploit the complementary particularities provided by different optimization strategies [39] . Undeniably, the selection of an adequate combination of complementary algorithmic concepts can play an important role in achieving high performance when solving several difficult optimization problems. These hybrid systems have been successfully applied in traditional optimization problems. There are some hybridizations proposed in the literature (e.g., [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). In the next two subsections, two hybrid architectures, MAMH and MAGMA are described.
MAMH Architecture
The MAMH (Multi-agent Metaheuristic Hybridization) algorithm used in this paper is an extension of the mono-objective MAMH architecture first presented in [7] . The original MAMH was proposed to be a PSO-based multi-agent platform for the hybridization of metaheuristics and was originally proposed to solve mono-objective optimization problems. To adapt the PSO algorithm for MAMH, all PSO components, such as particles, positions, velocities, operations that modify the positions and neighbourhoods, must be adapted. Hence, each particle in MAHM can be considered as an autonomous agent with its own memory, decision and learning methods. Additionally, the environment used in a multi-agent system is represented by the optimization search space of the analyzed problem. The agent's perceptions are represented by the positions and strategies of other agents. Finally, all agents need to find the best possible solution.In relation to the decision strategies, they are represented by the metaheuristics that can cause any changes in the agent's position (location in the search space). The learning strategies of the PSO-based agent will be used in the decision-making process, defining the decisions (metaheuristic) that will be applied as well as which kind of information will be shared with other agents. Finally, the agent's actions are represented by movements in the search space as a result of a decision-making strategy that updates the value of the objective function.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the adapted version of the MAMH algorithm, which is applied in the automatic design of classifier ensembles. As can be observed, this algorithm has three parameters as input: the number of agents/particles (size), the pool of decision strategies (ED) and the pool of learning strategies (EA). 
p best i ← inf 5: select_decision_strategy(p i , ED) 6: select_learning_strategy(p i , EA) 7: end for 8: while not Stop-Condition do 9: for i ≤ 1 to size do 10: if f itness(x i ) < f itness(p best i ) then 11 :
end if 13: if f itness(x i ) < f itness(g best i ) then 14 :
end if 16: end for 17: for i ≤ 1 to size do 18: start learning method(p i ) 19: x i apply decision method(p i ) 20: x best ← random(p best i ,g best i ) 21: execute velocity operator(x i , x dest ) 22: end for 23 : end while 24: return g best i
As a PSO-based procedure, for a given agent (particle) p i , x i represents its current position, p best i represents the local best position and g best i represents the global best position. This algorithm is based on the management of the learning and decision strategies of the agents. The decision strategies change the position of the particles by applying the most suitable metaheuristic in its current position. Conversely, the learning strategies control which decision strategies are active.
The MAMH can apply different decision strategies simultaneously. In this study, we chose to use GRASP and Genetic algorithms as decision strategies. Additionally, the learning strategy was set to allow up to three failures (T = 3) of a decision strategy. Finally, the MAMH algorithm is composed of a set of agents and each one provides a solution, x i for the analyzed problem. This solution consists of the agent's position in the search space. In addition, each agent has three distinct behaviors:
•
The first behavior is to explore the search space that consists of applying the selected learning strategy. It consists of applying a traditional metaheuristic to modify its position in the search space. When a learning strategy is changed, each metaheuristic uses the current position of agent x i to determine the starting point in the search space.
The second action consists of returning to the best position found by an agent until the current state, p best i . This is also done using the path re-linking speed operator, starting from x i towards p best i . In doing this, the decision strategy is also modified to match the decision strategy used to generate p best i . This will also reset the fault counter to zero.
In the third behavior, the agent will try to move to the position of the best agent g best i . Once again, this is done using the path re-linking speed operator, starting from x i towards g best i . In doing this, the decision strategy is also modified to match the decision strategy used to generate g best i . This will also reset the fault counter to zero.
The selection of the current behavior is based on a probabilistic choice (random function in line 20), with a different selection rate for each behavior. After an initial analysis, in this study, we used F b = 85%, S b = 10% and T b = 5% rates for the first, second and third behaviors, respectively.
The Multi-Objective MAMH For the multi-objective MAMH version, each agent contains the following information: (1) a set of non-dominated solutions ND; (2) its current learning strategy or metaheuristic, m; (3) the local best set of non-dominated solutions ND (based on a multi-objective metric); and (4) the metaheuristic that provided the best set of non-dominated solutions, m . Each agent has three possible states:
1. Intensification: The application of the current metaheuristic m, modifying the position of the particle.
(a) The metaheuristic input is the set of non-dominated solutions of the previous step. For the population-based techniques, if the set of non-dominated solutions is lower than the size of the population, the remaining individuals are randomly chosen. For the trajectory-based techniques in which only one solution is used, a solution is randomly chosen from the set of non-dominated solutions. (b) After the application of the metaheuristic m, the new set of non-dominated solutions is created. If its current set of non-dominated solutions ND is better than its local best ND (based on a multi-objective metric), ND replaces ND . (c) In the case a metaheuristic fails to provide a better set of non-dominated solutions for T times, it will be replaced by a more promising metaheuristic. A possible metaheuristic is the one used by one of the agent's neighbour which has a better performance (based on a multi-objective metric). Among the possible neighbours, this selection becomes a random one.
2. The particle follows its best position (local best). In this case, the current set of non-dominated solutions ND is merged with its local best, ND , removing the dominated solutions and selecting the best solutions (based on a multi-objective metric). The current metaheuristic is now the one that belongs to the local best. 3. The particle follows the best overall position (global best). In this case, the current set of non-dominated solutions ND is merged with the global best, ND g , removing the dominated solutions and selecting the best solutions (based on a multi-objective metric). The current metaheuristics is now the one that belongs to the global best.
The choice of the state is made in a random way, respecting a probability distribution. As we wanted to assess the hybridization of the metaheuristics, we selected a high probability for the intensification state, 70%. In addition, we selected 20% for the second state and 10% for the third one. These values are selected since we would a higher change of the particle to follow its own steps than the neighbours ones. Finally, these states are performed until a stopping condition is met.
The multi-objective metric used in this paper is hyper-volume, described in Section 4.3.2.
MAGMA Architecture
MAGMA architecture (Multi-agent metaheuristic Architecture) proposed by Milano et al. [12] is an architecture organized in four layers. Figure 1 presents the general MAGMA architecture, adapted from [12] . In this architecture, each layer can be represented by one or more agents. The first layer (Layer 0) builds viable solutions to the next layer. The second layer (Layer 1) applies refinement heuristics on the provided solutions. The third layer (Layer 2) includes employed agents with a global vision of space. In other words, agents have to provide mechanisms to guide solutions for search space regions, providing an escape mechanism for the local minimum. The fourth layer (Layer 3) coordinates different search strategies involving communication and synchronization among agents. The MAGMA architecture was originally proposed to apply up to six specializations for mono-objective optimization problems [12] . In other words, according to the original proposal, up to six different metaheuristics could be implemented, following the foundations defined in this architecture. However, in the empirical analysis of the original proposal, the cooperative search was composed of GRASP and Memetic algorithms. For the GRASP algorithm, Layer 0 has a random and greedy algorithm; Layer 1 has a local search (minimization of objective functions); and Layer 2 stores the best solutions. For the Memetic algorithm, the solutions are randomly generated in Layer 0; Layer 1 has a local search; and Layer 2 applies crossover and mutation operators. As already mentioned, Level 3 is responsible for combining the information of all metaheuristic algorithms. In the original proposal, this is achieved by changing the final solutions of the two algorithms. In other words, the best solutions generated by GRASP are sent to Layer 0 of the Memetic Algorithm to form the new population. In the same way, the final population is sent to compose the list of restricted candidates GRASP. In addition, Layer 3 controls the flow in which information is exchanged.
We applied a cooperative search implementation similar to the one proposed by the authors, using two metaheuristic algorithms. However, we applied genetic algorithm instead of Memetic algorithm, because Memetic algorithm is a hybrid algorithm itself and genetic algorithm has been widely used in the optimization of ensemble systems.
Algorithm 2 introduces the MAGMA procedure used in this study. As mentioned previously, the cooperative search is composed of GRASP and genetic algorithms, both adapted for MAGMA architecture. In this sense, the output of one algorithm is provided as input to the other algorithm. Starting from GRASP to genetic algorithm, along with the solution provided by GRASP, random solutions are provided to generate a number of solutions equal to the number of individuals in the population of the genetic algorithm. At the end of the genetic algorithm, the generated final population is used to generate the list of restricted GRASP candidates. Moreover, the final population is used in the process of creating the GRASP solution, and, at the end of this process, a solution will be generated and refined. To avoid selecting random solutions, this GRASP process is repeated until the number of solutions is equal to the population of the Genetic algorithm. This processing cycle continues until one of the stop criteria is reached. Algorithm 2 MAGMA: cooperative search.
Make x a random solve 5:
g best ← best(g best , x) 7: end for 8: while not Stop-Condition do 9: SetOld ← SetInput
10:
for i ≤ 1 to sizePopulation do 11:
g best ← best(g best , SetInput i ) 13: end for 14: SetInput ← Genetic( f , SetInput) 15: for i ≤ 1 to sizePopulation do 16: g best ← best(g best , SetInput i )
17:
end for 18 : end while 19 : return g best Multi-Objective MAGMA As mentioned previously, in this paper, we also propose a specialization of cooperative search for the multi-objective context, which was not considered in the original proposed [12] . To adapt MAGMA for the multi-objective context, the cooperative search used a set of non-dominated solutions. Then, the three steps of the original MAGMA algorithm were adapted.
1. The GRASP algorithm is run a number of times (Lines 10-13), and each run generates a set of non-dominated solutions. In this study, GRASP was run 20 times. 2. This set is then used as input to the genetic algorithm (Line 14), which, in turn, generates a set of non-dominated solutions that form the list of candidate restricted GRASP. 3. This cycle is repeated until a stop condition is reached.
Experimental Methodology
Aiming to investigate the effects of applying hybrid metaheuristics in the automatic design of classifier ensembles, we conducted an empirical analysis. In this investigation, the performance of MAMH and MAGMA in the selection of important parameters of classifier ensembles was assessed. In addition, both mono-and multi-objectives versions of these hybrid architectures were assessed in which all possible combinations of the used optimization objectives (accuracy, bad diversity and good diversity) were considered.
The feature selection procedure is defined as follows. Let X be the original dataset, containing s attributes. Then, N subsets are selected, S j |j = 1, ..., N where N is the number of individual classifiers of a classifier ensemble. Hence, each S j subset has a cardinality s i < s. Additionally, the member selection procedure chooses the presence or absence of a classifier in a classifier ensemble. Once selected, the classifier type was then defined. Hence, given the initial size of a classifier ensemble, N, N classifiers were selected to be part of this where N < N. It is important to highlight that the selection of both parameters is not made in an independent way, once each possible solution always contains information of both parameters (see Section 4.2).
The main steps of the used methodology are presented in Algorithm 3. As can be observed in Algorithm 3, this is a general algorithm that can be applied to both mono-and multi-objective versions.
For instance, ND represents the set of Non-Dominated solutions. In the mono-objective versions, this set is composed by only one solution.
Algorithm 3 General methodology.
Require: Dataset, Objectives(Ob), Numbero f Classi f iers(N), Attributes(Att), Classi f iers(Cl) 1: ND ← ∅ 2: while not StopCondition do 3: Att, Cl = Optimizer(Dataset, Att, Cl, Ob, N)
4:
Ens ← BuildEnsemble(Att, Cl)
5:
Eval ← Evaluate(Ens, Ob) 6: if (Ens ∈ ND) and (Condition(Ens, ND, Eval) = True) then 7: Includes(Ens, ND) 8: end if 9: end while 10: return ND In the selection of the classification algorithms, three possible algorithms are used, k-NN (k nearest neighbour), Decision Tree and Naive Bayesian. These algorithms are used since they are simple and efficient algorithms and have been widely used in ensemble systems. All classification algorithms were combined using the Majority Voting method. In addition, all classifiers of the same type use the same parameter setting, since these classifiers are built based on different training datasets. For k-NN, for simplicity reasons, we decided to use its simplest version, using only one neighbour. In relation to the feature selection process, there is no restriction about the number of classifiers in which an attribute may be assigned. In other words, an attribute can be assigned to all classifiers or to none of them.
Once the components are selected, the ensemble systems are created and a standard stacking procedure is used to define the learning process for the individual classifiers and for the combination methods. The use of a stacking procedure is due to the fact that it allows all individual classifiers to be trained using the same instance datasets. In this sense, the feature selection plays an important role in the performance of a stacking-based ensemble system.
To compare the accuracy of the obtained ensemble system, a statistical test was applied, the Friedman test with a post-hoc test [40] . The used test is the bi-caudal analysis, in which the null hypothesis is based on the idea that the samples come from the same population. In this test, the confidence level is 95% (α = 0.05). The post-hoc Nemenyi test was used for the pairwise comparisons. These non-parametric tests were chosen because they are suitable to compare the performance of different learning algorithms when applied to multiple datasets (for a thorough discussion of these statistical tests, see [40] ).
Datasets
This experimental analysis was performed using 26 different classification datasets. The majority of datasets used in this analysis were obtained from the repository UCI [41] . The datasets that were not taken from UCI repository were Gaussian, Simulated and Jude, which were taken from [42] . Table 1 presents a description of the datasets used in this analysis, defining the number of instances, attributes and classes of the datasets. 
The Used Traditional Optimization Techniques
To perform a comparative analysis, the performance of the hybrid architectures was compared to four traditional metaheuristics. Therefore, six different optimization techniques were used in this empirical analysis. In the next two subsections, the use of these techniques in the selection of features and members of ensembles is described.
Before describing the optimization techniques, the description of a solution must be done. In all metaheuristic algorithms (Traditional and hybrid), the solutions are represented by a vector of values that indicates the composition of a classifier ensemble (the individual classifiers and attributes). The parameter N represents the maximum size of an ensemble (number of individual classifiers). In this sense, when N is set to 15, all possible solutions must consist of classifier ensembles that contain from 2 to 15 individual classifiers. The size of the solution vector is defined by the number of attributes of the selected dataset s times the maximum number of individual classifiers N plus 1, (N + 1) × s. For example, suppose that N = 15 and the number of attributes of a problem s = 5. Then, a vector with (5 + 1) × 15 = 90 elements is created to represent a possible solution. In this vector, the first six elements represent the configuration of the first individual classifier, in which the first element indicates the type of classification algorithm. For this element, we use the following representation: 0 represents the absence of this classifier in the classifier ensemble; 1 represents a k-NN classifier; and 2 and 3 represent Decision Tree and Naive Bayesian, respectively. The other five elements indicate the attributes used by this classifier. In these cases, 0 indicates absence and 1 indicates presence of the corresponding attribute. Based on the same representation, the following six elements represent the configuration of the second classifier and so on until the last classifier.
Trajectory-Based Algorithms
Trajectory-based Algorithms (NbA), or neighbourhood-based Algorithms, use only one solution s in the searching procedure. Additionally, they apply a local search process to move to a better solution s in the neighbourhood of s, in an iterative way. In this study, we applied only one trajectory-based algorithm, GRASP. This algorithm is one of the main components used in the hybrid architectures described in the previous section.
GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) has two distinct phases (constructive and refinement). In the first phase, a set of solutions is built and the best solution is selected. In the second phase, a local search is applied to this selected solution [43, 44] .
The first (constructive) phase consists of an interactive process starting from a solution in which all the classification algorithms are randomly selected. For the selected classification algorithms, all features are active. We selected a strategy to remove attributes instead of adding them due to the processing time for evaluating the cost function of a partial solution. The strategy assumes that classification algorithms using more attributes tend to yield better solutions. Then, for each individual classifier, a set of attributes is selected, determining the final configuration of the ensemble. This selection consists of a constructive and randomized method, as described in [43, 44] . Nevertheless, the features are removed rather than added.
The solution obtained by the constructive process is refined by local search. In this paper, the mono-objective local search has as input a cost function f , an initial solution s and a neighbourhood structure V(s) for a solution s that generates a set of neighbour solutions V(s) = s 1 , · · · , s m (m is set to 30). Initially, m identical solutions to s are generated and m positions p 1 , · · · , p m are chosen randomly and uniformly from the solution vector s. Each position p i represents a modification on the p i position of the ith neighbour s i (p i ). Additionally, Each modification generates a neighbour of the s. Finally, the best neighbour is selected as s .
Algorithm 4 describes the step of the multi-objective local search. The multi-objective local search is similar to its mono-objective version. The main difference is that a set of functions is used instead of just one. In the multi-objective context, the performance evaluation of the solutions is made by a dominance relationship procedure. In addition, the best solution is replaced by a set of non-dominated solutions ND that will be returned at the end of the local search. The set of non-dominated solutions ND starts with the initial solution s and, at each step, a solution s of ND is randomly and uniformly selected. The neighbours of s are generated and those who dominate s will update the set of non-dominated solutions. The initial solution s becomes s and the process repeats itself until a s solution is selected in which none of its neighbours dominates it. for all t ∈ V s do
5:
ND ← update(t, ND)
end for 7: s ← choice f (x) where x ∈ V s 8:
V s ← {s |s ∈ V(s) and s dominates s in F} 10: end while 11: return ND Finally, a path-relinking procedure is applied to the solution returned by the local search [45] . If a better solution is found, then it becomes the best solution found by the algorithm. In the multi-objective context, path-relinking is also applied to each solution returned by the local search. In other words, for each solution of the ND set, a path-relinking procedure is performed. Each solution returned by path-relinking can update the set of non-dominated solutions.
Population-Based Algorithms
In this class of algorithms, a population of solutions is used, instead of just one. In this study, three population-based methods were analyzed: Genetic algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
Genetic algorithm (GA): It is a bio-inspired metaheuristic algorithm [46] , which has been widely applied in the optimization classification structures. The functioning of a GA uses the concept of some biological mechanisms as hereditary and evolution. In addition, each solution of a problem is described as a chromosome. In each iteration of a GA, a population of chromosomes has to be selected and evaluated.
We use a standard genetic algorithm in this paper, performing selection, genetic operator (crossover and mutation) and evaluation in an iterative way. For the multi-objective context, the NSGA-II algorithm, originally proposed in [47] , was used. Hence, the following parameters were used for both versions: two-point crossover operator (80%); uniform mutation operator (5%); a random and uniform selection of both newly created and parent solutions; and 30 chromosomes for the GA population.
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO): As a bio-inspired algorithm, ACO can also be considered as a population-based (ants) method, used in several optimization applications. However, these problems have to be reduced to the idea of defining good paths in graph structures. In this study, a set of attributes and classifiers represent a path to be followed by the ants. Each ant builds a solution by selecting the attributes subsets and/or individual classifiers that will compose a possible solution. The pheromone is then updated using the quality of the its solution as basis [48] .
In this study, we applied a pheromone equation that considers only the attributes of a classifier ensemble. Conversely, for simplicity, a random selection was made to choose the individual classifiers. The attribute selection is defined by Equation (1) .
where N i k consists of the attribute subset that has not yet been selected by ant k; Γ ij is the pheromone for the ith attribute of jth classifier; η il represents a pre-defined heuristic that assigns the importance of the ith attribute for the classifier ensemble; and α and β represent the importance of pheromone and heuristic information, respectively. In this paper, η il indicates the cost of a solution when only the ith attribute is selected by the corresponding individual classifier.
Based on the selection probability of each attribute, a solution is built in an iterative process. This iterative process begins with a solution containing the whole attribute set and an attribute is selected in each iteration to be changed (from presence to absence or vice versa), according to Equation (1) .
In the selection of an attribute, the current cost of the current solution is compared to the cost of a solution when the status of one attribute changes. If the cost of this newer solution is lower than the current one, then a new iteration starts. Otherwise, this process is interrupted the solution containing with the attribute set selected until then.
The multi-objective ACO version is very similar to the mono-objective one, since both use only one colony. However, for the multi-objective version, all different objectives share the same pheromone matrix. Hence, one objective is chosen at each iteration and the pheromone matrix is updated based on this selected objective.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO): it is based on a population of particles moving in a search space, in an iterative way, of a problem to solve a problem of optimization [49] . At each iteration, all particles have a three-part movement operation: (1) follow its own path; (2) return to the local best (the best position so far); and (3) go to the global best (the best position found by all other particles so far).
An implementational methodology similar to the one in [50] to manage mono-objective discrete problems is applied in this paper. The main difference of this algorithm to a standard PSO algorithm lies in the speed operator, consisting of three main components. The first one describes a particle following its own path (local search). The second and third components represent the cases in which a particle selects local and global best (path-relinking), respectively. For all three components, a selection probability has to be defined, and one component is chosen using these probabilities.
The multi-objective PSO implementation is similar to the mono-objective version. Nevertheless, there exist two main differences: (1) the local search is replaced by a local multi-objective search, illustrated in Algorithm 4; and (2) the path-relinking operator is adapted to be applied in the multi-objective context. In addition, the multi-objective algorithm assumes that all optimization objective are normalized and that all objectives have to be maximized.
Important Aspects of the Optimization Techniques
For an optimization technique, as previously mentioned, one or more initial solutions are selected. The initial solutions of an algorithm are generated in a random way and, then, the optimization process starts, generating and evaluating the obtained solutions. A validation set is used to assess a possible solution. In this study, the training/validation/test division was made through the use of a stratified 10-fold cross-validation, where eight folds are used for training, one for validation and the remaining one for testing.
Three criteria were used as stopping condition for the optimization algorithms, processing time (30-60 min for trajectory-based algorithms and 60-120 min for population-based algorithms, based on the size of the analyzed dataset); number of iterations (20) with no updating in the best solution (mono-objective algorithms) or with no change in the set of non-dominated solutions (multi-objective algorithms); and a maximum of number of iterations (1000). Finally, 10 runs of each optimization technique were performed since they are non-deterministic techniques. Thus, all values presented in this paper represent the average over 10 different executions.
The parameter setting for each optimization technique was done using the Irace platform, proposed in [51] . Therefore, we have a different setting for each dataset.
In terms of the provided outputs, seven possibilities were generated by each optimization algorithm (three mono-objective and four multi-objective ones). The next two subsections describe the details of both versions of the used optimization algorithms.
The Mono-Objective Algorithms
One objective function f (X) is usually applied for mono-objective context. The use of accuracy, good diversity and bad diversity as optimization objectives in the mono-objective context is made through the use of equations that describe these metrics as objectives. Therefore, good diversity and accuracy should be maximized. The objective equation used for good diversity is presented by Equation (2)
where:
where P + represents the set of instances correctly classified by a classifier ensemble; and v − i is the number of incorrect votes related to the ith instance in P + [13] . For accuracy, the following objective function is used.
where |P + | and |P − | are the number of instances that are correctly and incorrectly classified by an ensemble. In this equation, the maximum accuracy over all individuals is selected.
On the contrary, we should minimize bad diversity, given by Equation (5).
where
and v + i denotes the number of correct votes for the ith instance in the set of instances wrongly classified by the ensemble system P − .
For the multi-objective versions, the inverse function of bad diversity is applied. In this case, all three objectives are used in a maximization problem.
The Multi-Objective Algorithms
As already mentioned, four multi-objective versions were used in this study, which represent all combinations of error rate, good diversity and bad diversity. For clarity reasons, an abbreviation format is used to represent these multi-objective versions, in which EG stands for Error and Good diversity and EGB represents all three objectives.
In the multi-objective context, one of the most challenging issue is related to the comparison of the outcomes provided by these techniques. In general, the output of a multi-objective algorithm (MOA) is a set of non-dominated (ND) solutions. It is well known that there is no solution that dominates others in the same ND set. Therefore, the main aim of a MOA is to generate a set of ND solutions that is as close as possible to the Pareto front. Therefore, to assess the quality of a ND set, different evaluation metrics can be applied, such as IGD (Inverted Generational Distance) and GD (Generational Distance). Nevertheless, the exact Pareto front has to be known to apply these two evaluation metrics, which is not our case. Hence, the general guidelines provided in [52] are used in this paper. In these guidelines, several evaluation measures to approximation sets are assessed. Then, the dominance ranking approach is proposed, which provides a general statements about the relative performance of multi-objective techniques fairly independent of preference information. The dominance ranking uses the ranking of a set of solutions for each separate objective. Then, an aggregation function is used to define a scalar fitness value for all solutions. According to the authors, this approach must be used as the first step in any comparison. If, based on this approach, no conclusion can be drawn, then quality indicators should be used to detect differences among the generated ND sets. The quality measures used in this paper are multiplicative binary-ε and hyper-volume. In this study, these measures were used when significant differences were not detected with the dominance ranking approach. The ε-indicator represents the factor by which an approximation set is worse than another with respect to all objective functions. The hyper-volume measures the portion of the objective space that is weakly dominated by an approximation set [52] .
For the accuracy evaluation, at the end of the processing of each optimization technique, one or more solutions are provided. For the multi-objective context, the best solution is chosen using the lexicographic order applied in the set of non-dominated solutions. Unlike other sorting techniques, the sorting of individuals in the lexicographic order is done in which the first objective is the most important one, and the second objective is a bit less important. Therefore, after an initial analysis, accuracy error was set to be the first objective, followed by bad diversity and good diversity.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of the empirical analysis, which divided into four parts. In the first part, we analyze the performance of both hybrid architectures, using all seven combinations of objective sets. Therefore, we investigate which objective set achieves the most accurate ensembles. Then, in the second part, we analyze the best hybrid architecture, i.e., the one that provides the most accurate ensembles. In the last two parts, a comparative analysis is conducted, in which a comparison with traditional optimization techniques is done in the third part and with traditional and recent ensemble generation techniques in the last part.
The Best Objective Set
This section presents the results of the hybrid metaheuristics in each set of objectives. The objective of this analysis was to evaluate which set of objectives provide the best performance, in terms of the accuracy. For simplicity, the obtained results are summarized in Table 2 , which displays the number of best results obtained by each objective set. These data were obtained as follows: the error rates of all seven objective sets of the same hybrid architecture were evaluated and the objective set that provided the lowest error rate was considered as the best result. This process was performed on all 26 datasets. In Table 2 , the MAGMA algorithm presents a clear preference for the optimization of the classification error (E) while the MAMH algorithm presents preference for the E and EG objective.
To evaluate the obtained results from a statistical point of view, the Friedman test was applied, taking into account the performance of the different objective sets. The result of the Friedman test indicates a statistical difference in performance, for both hybrid architectures (p-value= 1.8613 × 10 −22 for MAMH and p-value= 2.5636 × 10 −25 for MAGMA). Therefore, this statistical investigation continued by applying the post-hoc Nemenyi test between each of pair of objective sets. Figure 2 presents the results of the critical difference (CD) diagram of The post-hoc Nemenyi test. As we used the error rate as input, the highest values represent the lowest error rates. In Figure 2 , E, EG and EB objectives have provided similar performance, for both MAMH and MAGMA, from a statistical point of view. For MAMH, EGB objective set was similar to E, EB and EG. These results show that the use of the error rate and one diversity measure had a positive effect in the performance of the hybrid architecture. Based on this statistical analysis, we can conclude that there is no best objective set, for both hybrid architectures and any objective set can be selected without strongly deteriorating the performance of the obtained ensembles.
We analyzed the objective sets based solely in the error rate of the obtained ensembles. However, this analysis is not sufficient to evaluate the performance in the multi-objective context. Thus, we then analyzed the performance of the multi-objective cases. As mentioned previously, we first considered the result of the Dominance Ranking to determine a difference between both objective sets. If a statistical difference was not detected at this level, we then applied the Hyper-volume and Binarymeasures. Therefore, a statistical significant difference was detected if a difference was detected at Dominance Ranking or a simultaneous difference in hyper-volume and Binary- [52] . Tables 3 and 4 present the results of the multi-objective context for MAMH and MAGMA, respectively.These tables compare EG to EB and EGB. In addition, the cases highlighted in bold or shaded cells mean that there is a significant statistical difference between the two analyzed objective sets. In this sense, the shaded cells are in favor of EG and the cases highlighted in bold are in favor of the EB or EGB, depending on the comparison. As shown in Tables 3 and 4 , we detected a few statistical differences. When considering the MAMH algorithm in the comparison of the EG × EB, for instance, there are only four significant differences, being only one in favor of the EG. In the comparison of EG × EGB, there are also four significant differences, being all of them in favor of the EGB. For the MAGMA algorithm, in the comparison of EG × EB, there are six significant differences, being two in favor of EG. In the comparison of EG × EGB, there are seven significant differences, being all of them in favor of EG.
Thus, based on the obtained results, it is clear that the optimizing the EG generates slightly worse results than optimizing EB and EGB, in the MAMH algorithm. However, for MAGMA, it is not clear which objective set, EG, EB or EGB, has the best results, but EG provided slightly better results than EB.
In summary, there is no consensus about the best set of objectives, for both hybrid architectures, since MAGMA obtained the best results with Error (E) and MAMH obtained the best results with Error (E) and Error along with Good diversity (EG). However, these differences were not detected by the statistical test. As the Error objective (E) appeared in both architectures, we used this objective in the comparison analysis with existing ensemble methods. However, before starting this comparative analysis, we compared both MAGMA and MAMH, which is presented in the next subsection.
The Best Hybrid Architecture
To make a comparative analysis of these two hybrid architectures, we first evaluated the error rate delivered by ensembles obtained by both architectures. To do this, we applied the Signed Rank test, having only two matched populations (MAMH and MAGMA), for each objective set. The result of this test indicates a superior performance of MAGMA over MAMH for E (p-value = 0.0001) and EG (p-value = 0.0056), while superior performance of MAMH over MAGMA for EGB (p-value = 0.00891).
For the remaining objective sets, both MAGMA and MAMH provided similar performance, from a statistical point of view. These results show that, if one or two objectives are used, the best architecture is MAGMA, while the best architecture is MAMH when using all three objectives.
To comparative analyze the multi-objective context, we compared both architectures with the same objective sets. Table 5 presents the results of the this investigation. Once again, in this table, the cases highlighted in bold represent that a significant statistical difference in favor of MAGMA was detected, and the cases represented by the shaded cells indicate that the significant difference was in favor of MAMH. In a general perspective, in Table 5 , we note a few significant differences between these two architectures. As shown in Table 5 , when both architectures use EB, for instance, only five significant differences were detected, of which two favor MAMH and three favor MAGMA. A similar pattern of performance was observed in the EG objective. Thus, when comparing both architectures using two objectives, we can state that both architecture have similar performance, from a statistical point of view. However, when both architectures use EGB, four significant differences were detected, all of them in favor of MAMH. It shows that the use of three objectives had a slightly more positive impact in the performance of MAMH, when compared to MAGMA.
Comparison with Traditional Metaheuristics
A comparison with traditional optimization techniques was conducted. The parameter setting for all optimization techniques was done using the Irace platform, proposed in [51] . Table 6 presents the error rate of the hybrid architectures, along with four well-known metaheuristic algorithms: ACO (Ant Colony Optimization), PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization), GA (Genetic Algorithm) and GRASP.
As already explained, the error rates were obtained when using ensemble system obtained by using only the Error objective (E), for simplicity. Additionally, the bold numbers represent the lowest error rate, for each dataset. When analyzing the results in this table, we could observe that the hybrid architectures provided more accurate ensembles (bold numbers), for the majority of datasets. We then applied the Friedman test, obtaining a p-value ≤ 0.0001. In other words, the statistical test detected a significant difference in performance of all optimization techniques. We then applied the pairwise post-hoc Nemenyi test and the results of this test are presented in Figure 3 . The results in Figure 3 corroborate the results in Table 6 , showing that the superiority in performance of the hybrid architectures over the traditional metaheuristic is significant, from a statistical point of view.
Comparison with Existing Ensemble Generation Techniques
In the final part of the analysis, a comparative analysis with existing ensemble generation techniques was conducted. First, we compared the results of the hybrid metaheuristic with some traditional ensemble generation techniques: random selection, bagging and boosting (more details about these methods can be found [53] ). The random selection generates a heterogeneous committee by randomly choosing individual classifiers. In addition, it has a feature selection step, in which a random selection of around 70% of the feature set is selected, for each individual classifier. Bagging and Boosting are designed using a decision tree as base classifiers (k-NN and Naive Bayesian were analyzed but DT provided the best overall result). One hundred iterations were used in both methods since it provided the overall best performance. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 7 . In this table, we can observe that the hybrid architectures provided more accurate ensembles than traditional ensemble generation techniques, for all datasets. We then applied the Friedman test, obtaining a p-value ≤ 0.0001. In other words, the statistical test detected a significant difference in performance of all ensemble generation techniques. The p-vales of the post-hoc Nemenyi test, comparing each pair of techniques are presented in Table 8 . In this table, the shaded cells indicate a significant difference in favor of the hybrid architecture. The Nemenyi test showed that the superiority of the hybrid architectures was statistically significant. The results obtained are promising, showing that the hybrid architectures proposed in this paper are able to provide accurate ensembles, better than well-established ensemble generation techniques.
Once the comparison with traditional ensemble techniques was conducted, a comparison with recent and promising ensemble techniques was conducted. We selected four ensemble generation techniques: Random Forest (it has largely been used in the ensemble community), XGBoost (a more powerful version of Boosting, proposed in [54] ) and P2-SA and P2-WTA [33] (two versions of a multi-objective algorithm for selecting members for an ensemble system).
The Random Forest implementation was exported from WEKA package and we used 100-1000 random trees, depending on the dataset. The XGBoost implementation was the one indicated by the authors in [54] and we used 100-500 gbtrees. However, for P2-SA and P2-WTA, we used the original results, provided in [33] . Thus, this comparative analysis used a different group of datasets, since they are the ones used in [33] and are publicly available. All datasets were also extracted from UCI repository [42] . Table 9 presents the error rates of all six ensemble methods. Once again, the bold numbers represents the ensemble method with the lowest error rate for a dataset. As can be seen in Table 9 , the lowest error rate was almost always obtained by a hybrid metaheuristic, with both architectures having five bold numbers. The only exception was the Vehicle dataset, in which the lowest error rate was obtained by XGBoost. We then applied the Friedman test, obtaining a p-value = 0.002, when comparing MAMH, MAGMA, Random Forest and XGBoost. In other words, the statistical test detected a significant difference in performance of these four ensemble generation techniques. It is important to highlight that P2-SA and P2-WTA were not included in the statistical test since we only had access to the mean accuracy and standard deviation of these techniques, not allowing the application of the statistical test. The Nemenyi test was then applied and it showed that MAGMA and MAMH were statistically superior to Random Forest and XGBoost.
Our final analysis was related to the time processing for all four implemented ensemble techniques. Once again, the time processing, measured in seconds, was not provided in [33] and we could not include P2-SA and P2-WTA processing time values in this comparison. Table 10 presents the processing time of all four ensemble methods. In fact, the hybrid metaheuristics need more processing time than Random Forest and XGBoost. We believe that the use of ensemble accuracy as an objective in MAMH and MAGMA is a complex function, leading to higher processing time than the other two ensemble methods. The use of less complex objectives as well as the use of techniques to optimize the search process will cause a decrease in the processing time and this is the subject of an on-going research.
In summary, the results in Tables 7 and 9 show that the use of hybrid metaheuristics provided more accurate ensembles than traditional and recent ensemble techniques. However, in Table 10 , we can observe that these techniques need more processing time.
An Analysis of Obtained Results
As can be observed, various results are presented in the previous sections. In this section, we assess and explain the obtained results. Seven different objective sets were evaluated, for both proposed metaheuristics. As a result of this analysis, we state that the application of the diversity measures as objective function in the mono-objective algorithms led to a decrease in the accuracy of the classifier ensembles for both hybrid architectures. In a way, it was an expected result since it is known that the use of a diversity measure on its own would not surpass the performance of the error rate in the design of accurate classifier ensembles. However, it is important to highlight that the inclusion of one diversity measure, along with error rate, can have a positive affect in the search for accurate ensemble systems, mainly for MAMH. Additionally, the obtained results show that the best result for MAMH was obtained using a different objective set (EG), when compared to MAGMA (the best result was obtained with E). In addition, we could observe that MAMH provided the best results in the multi-objective context, while MAGMA in the mono-objective context. This analysis showed that the choice of the objective set is an optimization-based selection.
In the second analysis of this paper, an analysis of the hybrid architectures was performed; we can conclude that MAGMA provided slightly better performance than MAMH in the mono-objective context. For the multi-objective context, both architectures have similar performance, with MAMH having better performance than MAGMA when using three objectives. Once again, this might be an indication that MAGMA is the most appropriate technique in the mono-objective context, while MAMH is the best one for the multi-objective context. We believe that the dynamic aspect of MAMH, changing the learning strategy more often than MAGMA had been more efficient when using more than one objective to optimize. In other words, this caused a decrease in performance in the mono-objective context and an increase in the multi-objective context.
In the third part of this analysis, the performance of the hybrid architectures was analyzed in relation to the traditional algorithms. It is natural to assume that hybrid algorithms perform better than traditional algorithms since their strategy is to use the synergy among components of different techniques to generate better results. This improvement was detected by the statistical test.
Finally, we compared the performance of the hybrid architectures to traditional ensemble generation techniques, such as Boosting and Bagging. In addition, we compared them with recent ensemble techniques: XGBoost, Random Forest and P2-SA and P2-WTA [33] . The obtained results showed that the hybrid architectures proposed in this paper are able to provide accurate ensembles, better than well-established and recent ensemble generation techniques.
Final Remarks
The focus of this work was the use of hybrid optimization metaheuristics to generate accurate ensembles. Therefore, we present two different hybrid architectures, MAMH and MAGMA, that were adapted to be applied to the automatic design of ensemble system, in both mono-and multi-objective contexts.
To evaluate the performance of the hybrid architecture in the design of accurate ensembles, an empirical analysis was conducted. Through this analysis, we could observe that MAMH provided the best results in the multi-objective context, while MAGMA in the mono-objective context. This analysis showed that the choice of the objective set is a optimization-based selection. In comparison with traditional optimization techniques, the hybrid architectures provided more accurate ensemble than the traditional optimization techniques, for the majority of the analyzed cases.
Finally, when compared to recent ensemble generation techniques, the hybrid architectures were also able to provide more accurate ensembles than well-established ensemble generation techniques. However, in this comparative analysis, we also evaluated the processing time and we observed that the hybrid metaheuristics need more processing time than Random Forest and XGBoost. We believe that the use of ensemble accuracy as an objective in the optimization technique makes the processing time of MAMH and MAGMA higher than the other two ensemble methods. The use of less complex objectives as well as the use of techniques to optimize the search process will decrease the processing time, and this is the subject of an on-going research.
